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KICKOFF CELEBRATION

RHYTHM AND RUACH AT MJCC

A NEW YEAR

MY BIG BACKYARD AT MBG

TIKKUN OLAM: TOUCH A TRUCK
BORNBLUM SCHOOL

SPAGHETTI DINNER

FEDERATION FUNDRAISER AT MJCC
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TBD
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HAVDALLAH EXPERIENCE
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TZEDAKAH: PJ GIVES BACK
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MOSS CLUBHOUSE

FEDERATION SUPER SUNDAY AT MJCC

A SWEET COMMUNITY

MENCHIES GERMANTOWN

GIVING AND GRATITUDE
THE ART PROJECT

SPRING CELEBRATION

MENDELSON PARK AT BARON HIRSCH

This program made possible through the Memphis Jewish Federation. the Billie and Joe
Pierce Family, and a grant from PJ Library, a program of the Harold Grinspoon Foundation.

facebook.com/pjlibrarymemphis
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From the Editor

From the

Editor/Publisher
Dear JSM Readers,
Back to school. Wow, that
means so many things to so
many people.
To me it meant oh no I have to set the alarm clock again.
You see, our family has always been night owls. I loved
having my kids at home, so we could spend the summer
doing fun things together. Getting up at the crack of
dawn to get to school on time – so glad those days are
over for me!
Although, for those who send their kids off to overnight
camp, day camps or day care, it means back to a normal
routine.
For students who attend Memphis Jewish day schools,
you guys are in for a fantastic school year fueled with
so many innovative ideas. The stories about Bornblum
Jewish Day School (page 10) and Margolin Hebrew
Academy (page 17) make me want to go back to school.
These days I might need it! I can promise you that at this
stage in my life, I am not as smart as a 5th grader.
What kids will notice most is the newly decorated
classrooms, labs and innovating teaching environments
at both schools.
Bornblum’s Head of School Daniel Weiss tells us that he
always knew he would become an educator – and most
likely a Jewish educator (page 12). While Beth Sholom’s
Director of Education and Youth Engagement, Danny
Kraft, tells us how he stumbled into Jewish education.
Out of the classroom, a group of young boys is hitting the
courts full time. The Lennox Legends, coached by Yoni
Freiden, Noam VanderWalde and Nadav Goldkin, became
the first Jewish basketball team to enter The Amateur
Athletic Union League (AAU).
And college students are in for a treat with new Director
of Hillels of Memphis Sophie Bloch. Sophie just got
married and moved to Memphis to begin her new
position all within the past three months (page 16).
If you’re ready to begin your holiday shopping, need new
candle holders for the high holidays, or just love blown
glass, check out Michael Hudson’s collection on page 6.
Thank you again for your continued support of Jewish
Scene and our advertisers, whom without we would not
still be here. As we finish our 13th year, I wish you all a
happy end of summer. Look for us again when the Guide
to Jewish Memphis hits stands in late September.

Shalom!

60 YEARS OF SERVING
CLIENTS WITH INTEGRITY
AND DEDICATION
TO EXCELLENCE.

• Business Entities
• Bankruptcy
• Corporate and Business
Transactions
• Employment and Labor
• Estate Planning and Probate
• Health Care
• Land Use Planning and Zoning
• Landlord/Tenant Law
• Litigation
• Personal Injury
• Real Estate
Closing | Leasing
Lending | Foreclosure
• Taxation

6060 Poplar Avenue Suite 140
Memphis, TN 38119

901.761.1263

Susan C. Nieman - Publisher/Editor

www.harkavyshainberg.com
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Arts & Entertainment

Michael Hudson
is a Master of
Glassmaking
By Holly Marks : Photos Courtesy Hudson Glass
There’s something about sculptures made
of glass that is fascinating; maybe it’s the
shimmering effects when the light bounces
off them just right. Or maybe it’s the mystery
of how a material so delicate and fragile can
be shaped into three dimensional pieces with
curves or angles.
Glasswork is a highly specialized art form
that takes dedication and persistence to
perfect the craft. Some people are just born
with an innate ability to create. For handblown glass artist Michael Hudson, he knew
at a very young age that art was going to be
an important part of his life. Growing up, he
was always making something...whether he
was drawing, cooking or sculpting; using his
hands came naturally. Luckily, his parents
caught on to this. They supported him from
the beginning and always made sure he had
opportunities to use his talents.
His interest in working with glass was sparked
by watching the actual process of how it’s
done. “Taking a molten liquid and being able
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to transform it into something amazing in a
matter of minutes rather than hours or days,”
he explained is what did it for him. Glass became
his passion.
After graduating from Southern Illinois
University, he returned to Louisville, Kentucky,
where he moved as a young child. Michael’s
professional career now spans 20 years in the
making… no pun intended.
Fifteen of those years were spent working,
teaching and of course, learning at other studios,
including three in the Louisville area. Thanks
to his vision and desire to help others pursue
studies in art, he helped create the Hot Glass
program at the University of Louisville.
In 2013, Michael realized something; he was
tired of working for other people. As an artist,
he didn’t want to be held back by restrictions
of someone else’s studio. This was also when
he began creating his own line of glass to sell to
other galleries and gift shops. It was definitely
time to branch out on his own. Timing was
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Arts & Entertainment
perfect. One of his former bosses was ready to
retire after running her studio for 25 years. They
worked out a deal, he took it over, and has been
thriving ever since.
Michael’s glass work has taken him all over the
country from coast to coast. He travels to shows
every year in Philadelphia, Atlanta, Washington
D.C. and New York. Not just anyone has access to
attend the show in New York. Michael’s talents did
not go unnoticed, and he has had the privilege of
being invited to participate numerous times. “It’s
the one I’m most proud of,” he noted.
It helps to have other experienced artists to
learn from. Lino Tagliapietra, Dante Marioni and
Dale Chihuly are three famous glass artists that
help keep Michael inspired. He has great respect
for their work, which ultimately led him into
becoming as artist.
Some of his hand-blown glass creations include
Aquatic Treasures like fish and seahorses,
Functional Desktop Art such as pen holders and
paper weights, decorative items and giftware.
About the same time he took ownership of the
studio, he added Judaica to his repertoire. The
previous owner was making a menorah and he
redesigned it. There was a huge demand for it, and
Michael knew that he could create beautiful pieces
for use in Jewish homes everywhere; including
right here in Memphis.
Luckily, his glass can be found locally in the T. Clifton
Gallery at 2571 Broad Avenue. Upon stepping inside,
you’ll quickly realize why Michael’s glass work is
sold, not only there, but in over 300 galleries and gift
shops all over the country.
While he truly enjoys selling to these many places,
it can be repetitive in that he makes the same
pieces over and over.
So where does Michael see himself in the next five
years? “I would like to continue what we are doing
but add more custom one-of-a-kind work into the
mix,” he explains. His goal is to grow his business
to the point where he can spend more time on
creating unique custom pieces. There is no doubt
that he will achieve this goal.
After seeing his glass work in person, Michael
Hudson’s talent is highly evident. The movement
and color in each piece are so fluid and vibrant
like water flowing freely in the sunlight. His
creations add drama, mystery and whimsy
to whatever space they adorn and are most
definitely good conversation pieces. He is truly a
master of his craft.

It’s worth your time to seek out his
work. His website https://hudson.
glass will give you an idea of the vast
array of pieces he creates. More than
likely, there’s a place near you that
carries his glass to view it in person.
The art world is certainly a better
place because he is in it.
Jewish Scene
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On The Sidelines

Coaches Yoni
Freiden and Noam
VanderWalde

Jewish Team Joins the AAU
Memphis Basketball League
By Mark Hayden
Some people of a certain age remember when
a local bread company would advertise that its
product helped build strong bodies 12 ways.
Well, basketball coaches Yoni Freiden and Noam
VanderWalde are mainly interested in two ways:
helping build up boys mentally and physically.
At least, that’s it for now.
At the urging of team mom Ruth Greenbaum,
who wanted her son to play basketball yearround, Yoni began searching for a league for his
band of 12-year-old boys. The Memphis Jewish
Community Center only ran a league in the
winter, so that didn’t help. And other leagues
held most of their games on Shabbos. “That
wouldn’t work,” he said.
That’s when AAU (The Amateur Athletic
Union) saved the day. Hoops City basketball
club, founded by current Memphis Tiger
basketball assistant coach Mike Miller and
former NBA player Ernie Kuyper, was formed
to encourage players to be their best – on and
off the court. That sounded good to both Yoni
and Noam. Plus, it met one of their objectives
– a league that ran all year. So, as Yoni is quick
to point out, that’s how the first Jewish AAU
basketball team, the Lennox Legends, were
born.
“I want them to learn how to play, but I want
them to have useful and productive lives,”
Yoni said. He’s hoping that their year-round
schedule and their ease with playing together
– most of them have grown up with each other

– might give them an advantage once they start
playing in the more competitive high school
tournaments. By that time, perhaps they’ll be
ready to challenge for the overall crown at the
various Jewish tournaments around the city and
country.
The team consists of players ages 11-12
from the Margolin Hebrew Academy/Feinstone
Yeshiva of the South, Bornblum Jewish
Community School and the Memphis Jewish
Community Center.
“We played a team called the War Eagles,
last season. Those kids have a goal to play for a
Division I team and to play in the NBA,” he said
about their opponents. “If we’d have made a few
shots at the end, we would have beaten them.
My kids probably have no shot, but I wanted
them to see what hard works gets you, and that
it pays off. You don’t have to be the best in the
world, but just the best in the Jewish world.”
“We only won a few games,” Noam said
of last season’s first effort. “But we see
tremendous improvement in their play. That’s
really the point of playing in this competitive
league. We’ve always played lesser or equal
talent in the past. Now, we’re going against
these tougher guys, and my players know that
they’ve got to work at it, and that it’s not going
to be easy.
“The players will need to go to the JCC and
practice instead of playing on their Xbox,” he
continued. “Hopefully, these kids will be the

Akiva Wogan, Jack Kampf and Benny Freiden
have been playing basketball together since they
were five years old.
future MACS or Bucs,” he said referring to
the Jewish day schools – the Margolin Hebrew
Academy, the JCC and Bornblum Jewish
Community School.
Earlier this year, they played against seven
other teams. Beginning in August, Yoni and
Noam know their kids will be challenged this
season by equally stiff competition. The teams
are basically the same; maybe a mix of new
challengers but little change.
“Wherever the competition comes from, our
guys will be ready,” the two coaches agreed.
“Wherever there’s a court or a net, hopefully
we’ll be there; be it the MJCC, the Hebrew
Academy or any of the league schools.”
“The best part of playing in this league is that
we get to meet some of the future NBA players,”
said shooting guard Jack Kampf. After one of
their games, the team got to meet incoming
Tiger freshman DJ Jeffries, get his autograph and
even take a selfie.
The league starts in August with games set
for Lausanne, Memphis University School and
Briarcrest Schools.

Back row: Jonah Siegel, Nathan Greenbaum,
Rafi Goldkin, JOJO Ardestani, AJ Goldblatt, Ethan
Vanderwalde, Benny Freiden, Jack Kampf
Sitting: Rafi Davidovics, Akiva Wogan, Daniel Kahane,
Coach Noam Vanderwalde, Coach Yoni Freiden,
Coach Nadav Goldkin, manager Tzvi Steiner,
Ilan Lennon, Akiva Levine. (Not pictured: Ranaan
Vanderwalde, team mom: Ruth Greenbaum)
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27th Annual Golf Tournament
Monday, September 23, 2019
Ridgeway Country Club
Hit the links for a
good cause and
have fun doing it!
Register as a team or
individual.

Sponsorships also available.
Go to memphisjewishhome.org to register to play or sponsor.
Contact Joel Ashner at 901-756-3273 or
jashner@memphisjewishhome.org for more information.

Renewing Strength.
Restoring Confidence.

Bringing the Best in Rehab Facilities to Our Community
It’s almost complete! Very soon our $7.5M rehab facility will be open thanks to many of you in our community
who have so generously donated. The largest gym in the Mid-South, this new space still needs more state-ofthe-art equipment to help our seniors get stronger. So if you haven’t given, please show your support.
To make a donation to the Renewing Strength, Restoring Confidence
Capital Campaign or for information on naming opportunities, call 901-756-3273
or email jashner@memphisjewishhome.org. Donations are also accepted by
mail or on our website. Please indicate that your gift is for the rehab campaign.
36 Bazeberry Road, Cordova, TN 38018, 901-758-0036, memphisjewishhome.org

Virtual Tour
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Agency Highlight

Bornblum Illuminates New School Year
with New Initiatives
By Scott Ostrow

Bornblum celebrates its 32nd birthday,
rolling out its 2019-2020 school year theme,
“Illuminate Your World.”

generous grants from The Belz Foundation and
Memphis Jewish Federation, the school has also
made security enhancements over the summer.

“The theme captures the current energy and
spirit at Bornblum,” said Ken Zakalik, board
member and chair of the school’s new Marketing
Advisory Council. “It’s a time of innovation
and forward-thinking. We wanted a theme that
expressed how we are brightening the future of
our school, our students and our community,
both literally and figuratively.”

Of all the new initiatives, school leaders are most
excited to launch the new Mishpachot (families)
program. Each student will be part of a mishpacha
(family) that includes students in every grade.
Mishpachot will sit together at Kabbalat Shabbat
and other programs, provide cross-grade social
opportunities, and work together throughout the
year with a service theme each family will choose.
Each mishpacha will develop a crest and banner to
be hung permanently in the gym. In subsequent
years, new students will be added to existing
mishpachot, and current students will stay in the
same mishpacha for their entire time at Bornblum.

In a literal sense, this summer, the brightening
of the school included painting of bright accent
walls, large blue stripes down the lower school
hallways, installation of LED lighting throughout
the school, landscaping upgrades and installation
of new colorful and welcoming furniture in the
school’s foyer and library.
Bornblum also added a Middle School Coordinator,
is in the process of hiring a shared school
counselor in partnership with Jewish Community
Partners, Jewish Family Service and Margolin
Hebrew Academy, and will introduce a new social
emotional growth program for students.
The Board of Directors will create a three-to-five
year strategic plan for the school. And thanks to
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Speaking about the mishpachot program,
Bornblum’s Head of School Daniel R. Weiss
says that, “The program is designed to foster
a sense of belonging, family responsibility,
and opportunity for leadership and growth for
students and their parents.”
In addition to launching its Mishpachot program,
Bornblum will focus on the needs of families
throughout the year. This summer, a revamped
Bornblum Parents Association, led by a team of
highly committed and creative parents, began

www.jewishscenemagazine.com

planning parent and family events for the year.
Bornblum will also be offering parent education
programs, the first of which will be a presentation
by Grace McClaren of First Responder Training, to
teach parents and others who have contact with
children to recognize the signs of mental health
crisis and how to intervene as First Responders.
Thinking about all of the new opportunities at
Bornblum, Daniel says that, “With so many great
things going on at Bornblum, it is an amazing time
to be a part of the Bornblum family.”

The Nosh proudly offers numerous Catering Services including
Shabbat Meals, Cakes, Holiday Menus, Specialty & Private Dinners.
Bnei Mitzvot
Wedding Receptions
Shabbat &
Holiday Catering
Sunday-Friday: 10:45 am–4 pm
Call or email Jordan Shulman: 756.3229
JShulman@memphisjewishhome.org

Illuminate your child’s world

with outstanding academics, oﬀered in a warm
and nurturing environment glowing with Jewish values
BORNBLUM JEWISH COMMUNITY SCHOOL
ADMISSIONS@BORNBLUM.ORG

901-747-2665

WWW.BORNBLUM.ORG
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Feature

Daniel attended the
Prizmah Jewish Day
School Conference

Daniel Weiss…

Committed, Enthusiastic and Grateful
By Holly Marks

Memphis is in the midst of a booming revitalization to make the city of grit and grind an even better place to live, work and
explore. Our own Jewish community is experiencing positive changes, too; changes that are bringing even more strength and
ruach to an already incredible community.
Bornblum Jewish Community School is thrilled to have acquired Daniel R. Weiss as the new Head of School last year. He is
already doing big things to make a positive impact.
I caught up with Dan to learn firsthand about his story... and it’s an inspiring one, to say the least.
Holly: Tell us about your background and how
you decided to work in the Jewish realm.
Dan: I am a day school alumnus, from the
Solomon Schechter Day School of Cleveland
where I was a student from kindergarten through
fifth grade. I went to public school through high
school graduation and attended Akiva Hebrew
High School two evenings a week for Hebrew
and Jewish Studies. I spent a semester as a high
school sophomore in Israel on Tichon Ramah
Yerushalayim. At Ohio State University I majored
in Jewish Studies, spent my junior year at Hebrew
University of Jerusalem and have a master’s
degree from Siegal College in Cleveland, Ohio.

12
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My first-grade teacher, Mrs. Thorpe, would tell
you that she knew I was going to be a teacher
when I was her student, since I would tell
everyone what to do during class. I don’t think
that there was ever a time that I did not imagine
working in a school. When I first entered the
profession as a college graduate, I worked at
the elementary school I attended. Rabbi Jim
Rogozen, who was Head of School at the time,
knew that I wanted to eventually go into school
leadership. He mentored me and put me into a
different classroom each year with the desire
that when I entered leadership, I would speak
with authority when teachers of different grades
would ask me questions.

www.jewishscenemagazine.com

Holly: I’m sure there have been many wonderful
moments in your career... describe one of those
times that was truly inspirational and made you
proud to be doing what you do.
Dan: This is a great question. Each position has
afforded me an opportunity to find moments
where I have drawn inspiration. The one that
has had the biggest impact on both me and my
family occurred during my first year as a Head
of School while living in Las Vegas. A potential
parent had asked me to consider enrolling
his son in our first-grade class. His son has
Down Syndrome and would come to our school
already able to read and with a shadow to help

Feature

Any student who raised over $75 in support of the American
Heart Association had the opportunity to slime head of school
Daniel Weiss. His wife finished off the bucket. I guess you
could say Leadership can be messy.
him continue his educational journey. I learned
more about myself as a leader, an educator and
a person from working with that young man.
His heart was everywhere, and there was never
a time that his desire to learn and be a part of
school was lacking. He was in class with my
youngest son, and I thank God every day that
their friendship and the life lessons that my son,
and in turn the rest of my family, gained from
having this young man in his class. It reminded
me why I went into education.
Holly: Was Memphis on your radar or was it the
right opportunity at the right time?
Dan: I had always known that Memphis had a
strong Jewish community with great schools.
There were people in and out of my life who have
at one time or another called Memphis their
home and would speak about what a special
place this is. When my oldest son was getting
close to high school age, we decided to look at
cities that had strong Jewish high schools and
where I could find an amazing job. The timing
worked out perfectly that Bornblum was looking
for a Head of School to begin the same year
that my oldest son was entering high school. I
jumped at the opportunity.
Holly: Speaking of Memphis... when did you feel
like an official Memphian?
Dan: It did not take long. This community was
extremely welcoming to our family and made us
feel at home right away.
Holly: Describe your most exciting Memphis
moment.
Dan: It’s the sense of family that I find in
Memphis. It is when we get together with other
families and see multiple generations together.
It is those moments where our new friends tell
us that we are “adopted” members of their
families.
Holly: What is your vision for Bornblum Jewish
Community School? What do you hope to
achieve as the Head of School?

relationships. As a
community school,
it is essential that
everyone sees what a
Bornblum education
provides. Telling the
story of Bornblum
and hearing
from members
of the Memphis
community about
their connection
to the school has
been incredible. We
have a strong school
where every child
comes to learn, and
every teacher puts
the needs of their
students at the
forefront.
My vision is that
our school continues to have strong academics
in General Studies and in Jewish Studies, and
that we are able to share that with the entire
community. I envision a school where students
create families within the school across grades
to help foster leadership, modeling, social
emotional growth and character values.
As a leader I hope to be strategic and innovative,
always putting the students and families at the
center.
One of my favorite quotes is from Or Taicher,
founder of Koolulam, a group that brings
communities of divergent people together to
create amazing music. He says, “Inspiration
creates movement. Movement creates life.”
That is my goal of leadership.
Holly: Tell us something unique or unexpected
about you.
Dan: I won a poetry contest in high school,
which provided a small scholarship for college.
The poem was about multiculturalism.

Dan: Cooking dinner, watching TV with my
family and finding a mountain view.
Holly: What are three words to describe the
Jewish community here and why?
Dan: Cohesive, Diverse, Committed.
I love that our community is so committed to
being a part of the Jewish Community. We are a
small community, with many different temples,
synagogues and shuls, two incredible Jewish day
schools, Jewish institutions like, MJCC, Plough
Towers, Memphis Jewish Home & Rehab, Hillels
of Memphis, Jewish Family Service and JCP.
Everyone sees the value of Jewish education and
Jewish living. No matter who you are, there is
a way to be connected. I am so inspired by the
level of commitment in this community.
Clearly, Dan is committed to Judaism and to
making a difference. We are extremely lucky to
have someone as invested as he is to join the
ranks of local leadership. Plus, he’s an allaround down-to-earth, genuine guy. I encourage
all of you to get to know him if you haven’t
already; you’ll be glad you did.

Holly: You have a day off... how would spend it?
Dan: I spent much of my first year building
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Feature
Danny and fiancée, Brittany Usiak,
hiking in Acadia National Park.

Meet

Danny
Kraft
By Holly Marks

Danny Kraft came in full force and hit the ground
running to bring fresh ideas and programs to the
children and families as Beth Sholom’s Director of
Education and Youth Engagement.
I took some time to get to know him, and I’m
excited to see what innovative experiences are in
store for us!

Holly: Tell us what/who inspired you to work
in the Jewish field.
Danny: I didn’t plan to work in Jewish
education, and after college I became a public
school special education teacher in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, through Teach for America. But
when the local conservative synagogue needed
a full-time educator, I was asked to step in.
That was four years ago, and the rest is history!
Holly: Did you find Memphis or did Memphis
find you?
Danny: Memphis found me! I followed my
fiancée here – we both finished our master’s
degrees in the spring of 2018, and she took a
job in Memphis teaching at the St. George’s
School. I came to town without a job, and
we showed up at Beth Sholom for Shabbat
services, not knowing that they were looking
for a director of education. Brittany and I were
both impressed and delighted with the warm
welcome we received here.
Holly: We know that it’s getting more and
more difficult to keep kids and teens involved
and coming to synagogue regularly; as the
director of education and youth engagement,
describe some ways you are trying to address
this at Beth Sholom.
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Danny: My philosophy in general, when it
comes to education and youth engagement, is
to stick to the basics, and to do that as well as
possible. I don’t think we need to reinvent the
wheel to keep kids and teens involved in Jewish
life. Instead, if we build a strong community
filled with authentic relationships and come
together within that community for fun
programs and meaningful, authentic learning,
the involvement will take care of itself.
Holly: What do you hope to achieve in your
role here? Are there any out-of-the-box,
experiential programs that are in the works?
Danny: I’m really excited about some of
the spirituality programming we’re putting
together: things like authentic and accessible
Jewish meditation, and mindful hikes infused
with Jewish teachings. But most of all I hope to
build strong, lasting relationships within the
Beth Sholom community.
Holly: Describe your best “Memphis moment.”
Danny: I love riding my bike to Beth Sholom,
on the Shelby Farms Greenline and along the
Wolf River, seeing beautiful birds along the
water at sunset.
Holly: Tell us about a time that truly made an
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impact on you; a time that you felt proud to be
working with kids.
Danny: I’m grateful that there are so many
moments to choose from! My students are
constantly impressing me with their creativity
and compassion. It might be a cliché, but
every time I learn something new from a child,
I’m thankful that this is the work I get to do.
I just got back from spending some time at
Camp Ramah in the Rockies, a Jewish outdoor
adventure camp in the Colorado mountains.
One of the things that comes to mind was
seeing young campers on a mountain biking
trip support another camper who kept falling
down. Their compassion and encouragement
was a beautiful example of the kind of Jewish
community I hope to foster.
Holly: What does free time look like for you?
Danny: I spend most of my free time reading
or writing, or else enjoying the outdoors. The
biggest downside to life in Memphis is that
there isn’t much hiking or rock climbing, but
you can find me often in Memphis Rox, which
is a great substitute.
Holly: What do you think makes the Memphis
Jewish community unique?

Crossroads
Danny: Memphis in general has the amenities of a bigger city,
but the feeling of a smaller town. And you could say the same
for the Jewish community. In most American cities, there
isn’t really “a” Jewish community, but actually a number of
different Jewish communities living side by side. In Memphis
I’ve found the diversity and the opportunities you’d expect
from a larger Jewish community, but this is a place where it
still makes sense to talk about one Jewish community, which
we’re all a part of. There’s a balance between Jewish unity and
Jewish diversity here, which I think is rare and special.

CROSSROADS
Chance or Destiny?
By Harry Samuels

Holly: What is your ultimate Shabbat meal?
Danny: My favorite Shabbat dinner probably involves pasta
with a homemade tomato sauce, and homemade ice cream for
dessert. An ice cream maker, alongside the official Ben and
Jerry’s home cookbook, was one of our best kitchen purchases,
and has really come in handy during the Memphis summer!
Holly: What is something most people wouldn’t know about
you?
Danny: A lot of people are surprised to find out that I failed
10th grade and dropped out of high school when I was 15.

This collection of connection stories is a follow up to Harry’s first book,
Beshert, which Jewish Scene readers enjoyed years ago. I hope you enjoy
them as much as I do.
All of us have the ability to experience the synchronicity that is often the
result of reaching out to others. ~ Harry Samuels

THE TEACHER
Brad Cohen

Danny is a vibrant, dedicated and
innovative leader; most of all, he
is real. There is no “putting-on-ashow” mentality with him, and that
is a hard thing to find these days.
He does this job because he cares.
In a world where we have to work
hard to teach children the true
meaning of being a mensch, what
better person to do it than Danny
– a mensch himself. As far as I’m
concerned, there’s nothing more
important than that.

To advertise in Jewish Scene
email Susan Nieman at
susan@jewishscenemagazine.com

Until we see someone who is afflicted, most of us accept our ability to function
normally as a given, an entitlement. As Brad Cohen began to mature, he
couldn’t understand why he felt compelled to exhibit what his teachers termed,
unacceptable behavior. He made strange noises and body movements. Only his
mother, Ellen, his grandmother, Dorothy, and his brother, Jeff, supported him.
To most of his peers, he was a social outcast. We now recognize his symptoms as
the manifestation of a rare neurological disorder called Tourette Syndrome, but
prior to a proper diagnosis his life was a living hell.
According to Brad, “My fifth-grade teacher – who did not understand my
problem – was so incensed with my behavior she humiliated me. One day she
insisted I stand before my classmates and apologize for making noises. She then
made me promise to stop. I knew I was making noises; how could I not know?
But I didn’t know why.”
Of course, he couldn’t stop – just as we cannot refrain from blinking. It was
degrading to be forced to do this, but as he explains, “That teacher – unwittingly
– had a huge positive impact on me. It was truly a synchronistic experience in
my life. I vowed at that moment to become the teacher I never had. I would be
a kind, caring, role model for young people and help make positive changes in
their lives.” And that is what happened.
Brad, who is my great-nephew, moved to Atlanta following his college
graduation. He sought employment as a primary grade-school teacher in the
public school system. Following his rejection by twenty-four school principals,
he was, at last, given a position to teach a second-grade class – notwithstanding
concerns about the responses of the parents. A year later, while visiting my
sister, his grandmother, in St. Louis, the telephone rang. It was Brad’s mom. She
mentioned that she had just returned from Washington D.C. “How is my friend,
Brad? I inquired. “He’s the reason I was in Washington,” she replied. “Brad was
selected as the most outstanding first year teacher in the state of Georgia, and I
accompanied him to the capitol where he was honored for his achievements.”
At the end of that school year, the parents of his students petitioned the
principal to promote Brad to the third grade so their kids would have him
as their teacher another year. The enthusiasm of his students was apparent
when they spoke of Brad on Oprah’s recent television show—where he
received a standing ovation.
If you are interested in learning more about this remarkable individual and
about Tourette Syndrome, read his autobiography: Front of the Class: How
Tourette Syndrome Made Me the Teacher I Never Had. 2005. VanderWyk &
Burnham. Acton, Mass. It is inspirational to all who have been afflicted with
Tourette Syndrome, and it is an enlightening message to their teachers. It is
further inspiring to all who have felt handicapped by having received a “bad
deal” from life.
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On Campus

Sophie on a
Birthright Trip
to Israel.

A Lifechanging Trip Leads to Memphis
By Susan C. Nieman

When Sophie Bloch meets and greets Jewish
students at University of Memphis and Rhodes
College this fall, she’s ready to share her
excitement about the Hillel movement.
“Hillel encourages college students to explore
their Judaism in their own way,” explained
Sophie. “This was unconventional to me and what
interested me most.”
The new director of Hillels of Memphis comes
to the Memphis with years of experience, and
knowledge about what it takes to navigate Jewish
life throughout the college years.
But her college experience didn’t begin with Hillel
in the picture.
“I had been dancing since middle school,” said
Sophie. “It was a natural choice to continue
dance studies and art education at the University
of California, Berkeley. In my junior year,
though, I began to get burned out. The practice,
performances…I was looking for something more
in my life.”
Her research led her to Hillel where she learned
about Birthright trips to Israel. When she returned
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from Israel, her life changed completely. “I made
a lot of friends, connections to other Jewish
students and staff, and really made Hillel a priority
in my life,” explained Sophie. “I fast-tracked my
way through the program attending every event
that I could. I became a leader and soon realized
that I wanted to work for Hillel.”
She changed her focus from dance to Jewish
studies and graduated from UC Berkeley with
a Bachelor of Arts in Dance and Performance
Studies, a Bachelor of Arts in Rhetoric, and a
Master of Arts in Jewish Education.

Sophie spent four years as a Hillel professional in San
Diego before making her way to Hillels of Memphis.

Now she’s ready to share the positive
experiences she gained while spending four
years as a professional at the University
of California, San Diego, Hillel. There, her
dedication and commitment were recognized
as she worked her way up from travel
counselor and marketing associate, to director
of engagement and finally to director of
student life.
“I believe everything happens for a reason,”
said Sophie of all the changes then, and more
recently. Her new husband, Aaron, (they were just
married in May) was matched with the University
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Sophie met her husband, Aaron, on a trip to
Israel.

Feature

of Health Sciences (UTHS) Department of Urology
Residency Program. Aaron had looked into Memphis as
a possibility because his brother had also been in the
same urology residency program.
“Urologists are matched earlier than other medical
specialties,” explained Sophie. “As soon as he was
notified, I began looking for a job in Memphis. It was
perfect timing that Jewish Community Partners had
posted the job for Hillels of Memphis. This must mean
something, we thought.”
When Sophie found out she was the perfect match
for Hillels of Memphis, the couple was delighted that
they wouldn’t be spending their first month or year as
newlyweds apart.
“Jewish college students and the entire Memphis Jewish
community will benefit from the ‘perfect timing,’” said
Bluma Zuckerbrot-Finkelstein, JCP’s Chief Strategy
Officer. “Anyone who meets Sophie will immediately
connect with her warm and engaging manner. We
all look forward to her taking our two campus Hillel
chapters to even greater heights.”
“I am very excited to get to connect with the students,
mentor and support them as they learn where Judaism
interacts with other parts of their life,” said Sophie.
Since her arrival in July, Sophie has begun making
connections with the religious life organizations on
both campuses. She’s been making plans for a welcome
reception for Rhodes students, holiday meals and
connecting local families with the college students.
Sophie realizes that success will look different on each
campus, but she will be available to make every Jewish
student feel welcome and try to find that connection at
their home away from home.
Since Rhodes College is a private school, finding those
claiming Judaism on their application makes it easier
for a director to connect. On the other hand, since
the University of Memphis is a public school, those
records are protected and not given to religious campus
organizations.
“If you know of a Jewish student attending a
Memphis college or university, please send me their
contact information, and I will happily reach out,”
said Sophie. She can be reached at 901.452.2453 or
sbloch@jcpmemphis.org.

MHA-FYOS is Moving Full
S.T.E.A.M. Ahead into the
New Year
By Jessica Baum Sukhadolsky

While students were away for the summer, the dedicated teachers and staff of the Margolin
Hebrew Academy-Feinstone Yeshiva of the South were working around the clock to prepare the
building for the new school year. Over the past five years, the school has renovated several areas
throughout the building including offices and shared spaces, the gym, and the Beit Midrash. On
this year’s agenda? Transforming existing classrooms into 21st century learning environments.
Classrooms in the Elementary Wing were freshly painted and outfitted with new furniture
including various options for flexible seating, which allows the students to sit where they
choose. New durable LVT flooring was installed throughout the wing, and walls were adorned
with educational materials and inspirational quotes encouraging a growth mindset. Mrs.
Charna Schubert, MHA Principal of Grades 1-8, shared that “the newly decorated and designed
classrooms bring a fresh energy to the school. Not only do we have new spaces, but we are
creating innovative and fresh learning experiences to fill these rooms throughout the year.”
On the heels of the classroom renovations, construction will begin this fall on the brand-new
Mary Pikelny STEAM Center, thanks to a generous donation from the Winestone family. The
STEAM Center will be located in the Elementary Wing but will be accessible and developmentally
appropriate for students in Pre-K through 12th grade. The space will feature a 900-square-foot
Innovation Lab, a top-of-the-line Science Lab, and a fully equipped Art Center. In the Innovation
Lab, students and faculty will work collaboratively on projects that include 3-D printing,
moviemaking, coding and engineering.
“We are incredibly grateful for this opportunity, which will allow us to expand our current STEAM
education opportunities and give our students access to dedicated spaces in which to study art,
science, and engineering,” said Head of School Rabbi Benjy Owen.
In addition to providing various new outlets for innovation in the S.T.E.A.M. Center, the school is
looking forward to introducing its new Woz U Drone Program in the fall. The program is designed
as a high school elective, and MHA-FYOS will be the second school in the nation to offer it.
Students will be instructed in aviation mechanics, soldering and repairing electronic equipment
and drone flight. They will actively build drones in small groups, learn the mechanics and science
behind their operations, and then learn how to fly them. All students enrolled in the course will
sit for a drone license at the end of the year.
If you haven’t visited the MHA lately, now is the perfect time! Please email jessica.baum@
mhafyos.org or call 901.682.2400 to schedule a tour.
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Children had an amazing hands-on
experience and a fabulous time learning
about cooking and crafts at the Chabad
Culinary and Art Camp with Mrs. Rivky Klein.

Art Therapy

A trip to a Red Birds game

Enjoying equine therapy

Learning with Rabbi Mordechai Harris
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Scenes

A preneg was held in honor of Carol Geller’s
retirement in July.

David and Michelle Katz were honored by
the National Council of Young Israel with the
prestigious Shofar Award at its gala in New
York City.

Head of School Daniel Weiss gets slimed during a
fundraising event.

Abbe Kaplan, Layala Males, Michelle Katz,
David Katz, YI’s Rabbi Akiva Males, YI’s
President Jonathan Kaplan
Young Israel’s Sam Epstein and Rabbi Shmuel
Fromowitz (of the Memphis Kollel) celebrated
completing the study of the entire Talmudic
Tractate of Makos in the Margolin Hebrew
Academy Beit Midrash.

8th grade students enjoy a trip to Israel before
graduation.
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Scenes

The Tzofim Friendship
Caravan visited residents

8th grade graduation

12th grade graduation

Kindergarten graduation

Sisterhood
Dinner at Holy
Cow

Susanna Prober celebrates her
new American citizenship at Plough
Tower’s 4th of July party!
Bonnie Jacobson displays her creative
mosaic artwork compliments of
Creative Aging of the Mid-South
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Empower your teen
for a lifetime of
2019 Annual Meeting of JCP, Memphis Jewish Federation and Jewish Foundation
of Memphis
Michael Greenberg, immediate past chair, JCP; Anthony Morrison, incoming
chair, Foundation; Laura Linder, president and CEO; Cindy Finestone, incoming
chair, Federation; Ken Steinberg, incoming chair, JCP; Charles Jalenak, immediate
past chair, Foundation. (Photo by Rena Knopf)

TZEDAKAH
Learn more at
JCPMEMPHIS.ORG/
TEEN-PHILANTHROPY

In April, Jewish Foundation of Memphis’ B’nai Tzedek teen philanthropists, a group of
middle and high school students, presented $10,000 in grants that they awarded to
local Jewish organizations.
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The Israeli Scout Friendship Caravan performed for audiences across the city.
Holocaust survivors and the
children of survivors stand
together after the Survivors’
Memorial Candle Lighting at
Memphis Jewish Federation’s
57th Annual Yom HaShoah
Commemoration. (Photo by
Rivka Braverman)
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Without this
food, I would go
to bed hungry
every night.

CHERYL, 92
EAST MEMPHIS
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Second Chances
I would be in jail,
on the streets,
or worse without
the support of
Federation.

YANIV, 20
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RAMIE

She’s 24, but with her special
needs, she can’t live alone.
Jewish Family Service helps my
daughter have a happy life in
our loving home.

PEGGY, 57
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My camp friends
mean more to me
than anyone outside
my family. I feel like
myself with them.
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